In this work we present some general categorial ideas on Abstract Elementary Classes (AECs) , inspired by the totality of AECs of the form (M od(T ), ) , for a first-order theory T: (i) we define a natural notion of (funtorial) morphism between AECs; (ii) explore the following constructions of AECs: "generalized" theories, pullbacks of AECs, (Galois) types as AECs; (iii) apply categorial and topological ideas to encode model-theoretic notions on spaces of types ; (iv) present the "local" axiom for AECs here called "local Robinson's property" and an application (Robinson's diagram method); (v) introduce the category AEC of Grothendieck's gluings of all AECs (with change of basis); (vi) introduce the "global" axioms of "tranversal Robinson's property" (TRP) and "global Robinson's property" (GRP) and prove that TRP is equivalent to GRP and GRP entails a natural version of Craig interpolation property.
Introduction
The notion of Abstract Elementary Class (AEC) was introduced by Shelah in 1987 ([She] ) and is a an abstract modeltheoretic setting (i.e., there is no syntax and proof theory associated to it) that generalizes the natural occurrences:
Definition 1.1.An AEC is a pair (K, K ) where K⊆L − str, for some (finitary) language L and K is a binary relation on K that satisfies:
(i) order: • K is a partial order relation on K;
• M K N ⇒ M ⊆ L−str N .
(ii) isomorphism:
• M := α∈θ M α ∈ K and M α K M , ∀α ∈ θ;
• if N ∈ K and M α K N , ∀α ∈ θ, then M K N .
(v) Löwenhiem-Skolem: There is an infinite cardinal κ such that for each N ∈ K and X⊆|N |, there is M ∈ K, M K N , X⊆|M | and ♯|M | ♯X + κ. LS(K) := min{κ: κ satisfies the property} 1.2. Let (K, K ) be an AEC with K⊆L − str, then there are two natural notions:
1.3. An AEC as a category: Let cat(K) be the category with K as the class of objects and K-embeddings as arrows.
• This is well-defined: identities: because K is reflexive composition: by the closure under isos
• cat(K) has all (upward) directed colimits.
• cat(K) is an accessible category: [AR] , [Lie1] [Lie2], [BR] .
• We will denote cat(K) strict the category with K as the class of objects and K -inclusions as arrows.
1.4. Shelah's Presentation Theorem ( [She] , [Bal2] ): Is the first occurence of "change of languages" in AECs-theory:
There is a cardinal µ(κ) such that for all AEC K with LS(K) κ, if K is categorical in some cardinal greater than µ(κ) then K is categorical in all λ µ(κ).
1.6. AECs and infinitary languages:
1.7. (Generalized) types in AECs: The notion of type in AECs-theory ([Lie1] , [Lie2] ) is given by another application of "change of languages". We consider here an expansion of this notion, called "generalized type" or simply g-type (see, for instance, section I.4 in [Van] for motivations).
g-types: M ∈ K, I set, a (generalized) I-type over M : is an equivalence class (N, f,ā) where
iff ∃P ∈ K and morfisms h 1 , h 2 such that: (JEP) , has arbitrary large models, then: -∃ monster models; -I-types over M orbits of I-sequences over a K-monster model over M ∪ I (Galois g-types). notation: g − T (M, I) • topology on g-types: this is analogous to the topology on usual types considered in [Lie1] 
2 The category of all AECs
, where:
2.2. The category of all AECs (For foundational issues Grothendieck's universes) objects: the "class of all" AECs arrows: K⊆L − str, K ′ ⊆L ′ − str (remark that the language is determined from the (non-empty) class, set
⋆ is always a faitful functor. If α is a "surjective" morphism of languages, then α ⋆ is a full functor.
Constructions of AECs
In this subsection we provide new examples of AECs, obtained from construction, for instance: elementary class (Mod(T)) in AECs; pullbacks of AECs; g-types in AECs, etc.
• establish a Galois connection (M od, T h) between sets of (first-order) L-sentences and classes of L-structures;
Definition 2.4. In an AEC K⊆L − str, define: (i) the "generalized elementary relation" in K: ≡ K is "connection relation in cat(K)", i.e., is the equivalence relation generated by the arrows in cat(K):
(ii) a subclass M⊆K is a "generalized elementary subclass" or a "generalized (closed) theory", when M is closed under ≡ K ; (iii) there is only a set (of representatives) of closed theories (by LS axiom); (iv) a "maximal consistent g-theory" is an equivalence class module ≡ K (it is a closed theory) (M ax(K) = K/ ≡ K ); (v) a "complete g-theory" is a non-empty subset of a maximal consistent g-theory.
Limits of AECs
We will show that the category of all AECs has all finite limits because it has terminal object and pulbacks.
2.7. The terminal AEC: is obtained taking:
• Remark: cat(K) strict is the pullback in CAT , the category of all (large) categories.
• Proposition: K ′ is an AEC: Proof. The validity of the axioms order, isomorphism, coherence, reunion follows from the relation
and consider the diagram:
AECs for g-types
Similar to pullback (smaller class, but with pullback relation).
2.9. Given M ∈ K, consider K M the class of all pairs (N, f ) where N ∈ K, f : M N ∈ cat(K).
•
An AEC for g-types
Given M ∈ K and I a set, consider K M,I the class of all triples (N, f,ā) where N ∈ K,ā : I → N , f : M N ∈ cat(K).
• K M,I ⊆L(M ∪ I) − str
• cat(K M,I ): commutative triangles in cat(K) over M and I
• we may assume M ∩ I = ∅ (e.g., take I := C × {M }) Fact 2.12. Induced arrows on g-types:
• a commutative diagram of languages and morphisms:
• a commutative diagram of AECs and morphisms:
• a commutative diagram of sets and functions:
Fact 2.13. λ-Topology on g-types (II):
) is the least topology such that:
) (with induced pro-topology) is continuous; equivalently:
-if M ∼ = colim j∈J P j (directed colimit), ♯P j λ can : X λ (M, I) → lim j∈J X λ (P j , I) ≈ lim N ∈S λ (M) X λ (N, I
) (with induced pro-topology) is continuous (ii) Properties of K: pro-topology ?, injective?, surjective? -λ-Tame
∀M, I, can is injective (T 2 ) -"λ-compact" ∀M, I, can is surjective (iii) Induced arrows on g-types: α : L → L ′ , α ⋆ ↾: K ′ → K, h ′ : M ′ 0 → M ′ 1 ∈ cat(K ′ ), C a set of constants, λ LS(K), LS(K ′ ) • M ′ ∼ = colim j∈J P ′ j ⇒ M ′α ∼ = colim j∈J P ′ j α h ′ : S λ (M ′ 0 ) → S λ (M ′ 1 ) • two
diagrams of spaces and continuous functions
lim N 0 ∈S λ (M 0 ) X λ (N0, I0) lim N ′ 0 ∈S λ (M ′ 0 ) X λ (N ′ 0 , I0) lim N 1 ∈S λ (M 1 ) X λ (N1, I1) α 0¯ h lim N ′ 1 ∈S λ (M ′ 1 ) X λ (N ′ 1 , I1) α 1 h ′ ✻ ✻ ✛ ✛ then X λ (M 0 , I 0 ) X λ (M ′ 0 , I 0 ) X λ (M 1 , I 1 ) α 0¯ h X λ (M ′ 1 , I 1 ) α 1 h ′ ✻ ✻ ✛ ✛ • If K ′ has (AP) ⇒¯ h ′ : X λ (M ′ 1 , I) ։ X λ (M ′ 0 , I) and¯ h : X λ (M 1 , I) ։ X λ (M 0 , I) are surjective.
New (global) axioms and applications
"Local" axioms and applications:
Where "local" means "for each AEC fixed" Ex.: (JEP): Joint Embbeding Property; (AP): Amalgamation Property;
2.14. If K is an AEC in language L, then for each set of "new constants" L ′ := L ∪ {c i : i ∈ I} it is available the AEC K ′ in the language L ′ whose objects are pairs (M,ā), whereā is a I-sequence of elements of M and (M,ā)
The Grothendieck's gluying of all AECs objects: pairs (M, K), where M ∈ K arrows: pairs (h, ϕ) :
2.16. New (global) equivalences in AEC:
-the connection relation:
New (global) axioms in AEC Goal: Determine interesting subcategories of AEC satisfying interesting (global) axioms.
(GAP) "Global Amalgamation Property" entails a simpler description of the relative equivalence over M ∈ K:
Proof. Just take zig-zags as in the proof of LS property in the pullback AEC
Craig Interpolation Property:
2.18. Craig interpolation in FOL:
(CIP) "Craig Interpolation Property": Let N ∈ K with N ∈ M od(T 0 ↾ L ) ∩ M od(T 1 ↾ L ). Then: there are M i ∈ M od(T i ), i = 0, 1, with (M 0 ) K ≡ K N ≡ K (M 1 ) K . As (T RP )⇒(GRP ), there is P ′ ∈ K ′ such that:
3 Final Remarks and Future Works
• Introduce and study other global axioms (inspirated on model theory of FOL).
• Consider functors induced by more general language morphisms f : L → L ′ : (i) non injective; (ii) "flexible morphism": f n ∈ L (n-nary functional symbol) → t n ∈ L ′ (n-ary term) R n ∈ L (n-ary relational symbol) → ϕ n ∈ L ′ (n-ary atomic formula)
• Consider more general functors between AECs (ex. functors that are not "over Set").
• Study metric abstract elementary classes (MAECs) in this global setting.
